§ 52.2674–52.2675 [Reserved]

§ 52.2676 Significant deterioration of air quality.

(a) The requirements of sections 160 through 165 of the Clean Air Act are not met, since the plan does not include approvable procedures for preventing the significant deterioration of air quality.

(b) Regulations for preventing significant deterioration of air quality. The provisions of § 52.21 except paragraph (a)(1) are hereby incorporated and made a part of the applicable State plan for the State of Guam.


§ 52.2677 [Reserved]

§ 52.2678 Control strategy and regulations: Particulate matter.

(a) The requirements of §51.110(a) and subpart G of this chapter are not met since the plan does not provide for the attainment and maintenance of the national standards.

(b) Chapter 6, Regulations 6.2(g)(1–3) of the “Guam Air Pollution Control Standards and Regulations” (control of open burning—agricultural crops) are disapproved since they do not provide criteria upon which to base the approval or denial of permit requests.

(c) The following rules are disapproved because they could allow an emissions increase, and a control strategy demonstration has not been submitted showing that any increased emissions would not interfere with the attainment or maintenance of the NAAQS.


§ 52.2679 Control strategy and regulations: Sulfur dioxide.

(a) Approvals of the following rules are limited to specific sources, since a control strategy demonstration has not been submitted showing that any increased emissions would not interfere with the attainment or maintenance of the NAAQS.

(1) Rule 13.1, submitted on October 12, 1979, for all applicable sources except the Tanguisson Power Plant.


(b) The following rules are disapproved because they are inconsistent with section 123(a)(2) of the Clean Air Act which requires continuous control strategies.


[46 FR 36304, May 6, 1981]

§§ 52.2680–52.2681 [Reserved]

§ 52.2682 Air quality surveillance.

(a) The requirements of §51.27(a)(2) of this chapter as of December 19, 1978 (43 FR 59067), are not met. In addition, Chapter 1, Regulation 1.8 and Chapter 5, Regulation 5.3 of the “Guam Air Pollution Control Standards and Regulations” (buffer zones—air quality sampling) are not in conformance with the intent of the Clean Air Act and the definition of “ambient air” promulgated at §50.1(e) of this chapter. Regulations 1.8 and 5.3 are disapproved because they could prohibit ambient air quality sampling at places of expected maximum concentration and/or at places where the public has access.


§ 52.2683 [Reserved]

§ 52.2684 Source surveillance.

(a) The requirements of §51.214 and Appendix P of this chapter are not met since the plan does not contain sufficient regulations pertaining to continuous in-stack monitoring.


§ 52.2685 [Reserved]

§ 52.2686 Upset-breakdown reporting.

(a) Chapter 4, Regulation 4.4 of the “Guam Air Pollution Control Standards and Regulations” (reporting of upsets and breakdowns) is disapproved since criteria for further enforcement